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Syllogism is a branh of logi whih is related to mathematis and philosophy very
muh. A syllogism is a kind of logial argument whih has two or more propositions
that are asserted to be true and a onlusion is given based on the propositions.
Aristotelian syllogisms are well known as they are the oldest and most lassial
syllogism. They inlude three parts: the major premise, the miner premise, and the
onlusion. With the development of the study of mathematis, 24 valid ones of
Aristotelian syllogisms have been found.
Intermediate syllogisms are extensions of Aristotelian syllogisms. They also inlude
the same three parts. However, there are more than two quantiers while the Aris-
totle syllogisms have two quantiers "All" and "Some". Peterson's Intermediate
syllogisms have ve quantiers and many studies about this kind of syllogism have
been done by L. Peterson, Turunen and et. This thesis will rst talk about the
work done by others and then a new terminology will be introdued to determine
the validity of Intermediate syllogisms. At last, some examples will be given for
testing.
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11. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
A syllogism is a kind of logial argument whih has two or more propositions that are
asserted to be true and a onlusion is given based on the propositions. Aristotelian
syllogisms are well known as they are the oldest and most lassial syllogisms. They
inlude three parts: the major premise, the miner premise, and the onlusion. For
example, if we have "all human should drink water" as the major premise, and
"Mary is a human" as the miner premise, then we an easily nd the onlusion
that "Mary should drink water". The example an be showed as the following:
All human should drink water
Mary is a human
Mary should drink water
What's more, there are only two quantiers "All" and "Some" in the Aristotelian
syllogisms. For example
if "All M are P"
and "Some S are M"
then "Some S are P"
is suh a syllogism alled Darii sine anient times. There are 256 possible Aris-
totelian syllogisms while only 24 of them are valid ones [2℄. We will show what is
the 24 valid ones later in the thesis. We will also explain why they are valid or not
and give examples.
Intermediate syllogisms are extensions of Aristotelian syllogisms. They also inlude
the same three parts. However, there are more than two quantiers while the Aris-
totle syllogisms have two quantiers "All" and "Some". Peterson's Intermediate
syllogisms have ve quantiers "All", "Almost-all", "Most", "Many" and "Some"
[1℄. For example
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if "Many M are P"
and "All M are S"
then "Some S are P"
is suh an Intermediate syllogism.
And in Peterson's book(Peterson 2000), he used detailed linguisti method and Venn
diagram to prove that there are 105 valid syllogisms while 3895 syllogisms are not
valid. Peterson also gives the 105 valid syllogisms learly. However, Turnen found
that some results in Peterson's book may be wrong when he studied the Intermediate
syllogism based on the MV-algebra in 2014.
Exept the dierent results above, another question should be addressed. The
question is that how many valid syllogisms there will be when we introdue new
quantiers. For example, based on the Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms, another
quantier "Half" are added and there will be six quantiers. It is very important
for us to nd a beautiful method to solve suh problem. Therefore, this thesis work
is mainly related to intermediate syllogisms not only have ve but ould have many
quantiers.
The purpose of the thesis is to introdue a new terminology alled perentage method
to determine the validity of Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms. And we will also
prove this method for syllogisms have more than ve quantiers. At last, we will
give examples and ompare this method with others' work.
1.2 Thesis organization
There are six hapters in this thesis, details are as follow:
Chapter 2: introdue the onept of syllogisms, and explores the valid ones of Aris-
totelian syllogisms. Based on the syllogisms, Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms are
introdued. Others' work on the syllogisms and both advantages and disadvantages
will be talked about.
Chapter 3: introdues the perentage method. And we will use the Venn diagram
and logi reasoning to give several theorems to prove the method. This method will
not be only used in ve quantiers but also more than ve quantiers.
Chapter 4: In this hapter, we will give both theoretial example and pratial
example.
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Chapter 5: The perentage method will be ompared with others' work. Advan-
tages and disadvantages will be listed.
Chapter 6: The results of the perentage method will be showed and future researh
diretions will be presented.
42. HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
2.1 Aristotelian syllogisms
2.1.1 Logi
Aristotle dened mathematis as "the siene of quality" in anient times [7℄. Logi
is the branh of philosophy onerned with the use and study of valid reasoning
and related to mathematis very muh espeially in nowadays [4, 5℄. Modern formal
logi follows and expands on Aristotle [6℄.
The study of logi was begun by the anient Greeks whose eduational system
stressed ompetene in reasoning and in the use of language. Along with rhetori
and grammar, logi formed part of the trivium, the rst subjets taught to young
people. Rules of logi were lassied and named [3℄. The most widely known set of
rules are the syllogisms whih we will talk later.
2.1.2 Aristotelian syllogisms
In antiquity, there are two kinds of syllogism: Aristotelian syllogism and Stoi syl-
logism [8℄. Aristotle denes the syllogism as a disourse in whih ertain (spei)
things having been supposed, something dierent from the things supposed results
of neessity beause these things are so [9℄. In Aristotle's work, he limits himself to
ategorial syllogisms that onsist of three ategorial propositions. These inlude
ategorial modal syllogisms.
From anient time to nowadays, many work about Aristotelian syllogisms have been
done until the arise of modern mathematial logi [2℄. However, as a kind of basi
theory of logi, the sienti researh of Aristotelian syllogism is still taking plae
espeially in the eld of proong validity of syllogisms. It is known that there exists
a sound and omplete proof system for the lassial syllogisti in the form of a nite
set of syllogism-like proof-rules [17℄.
There are three parts in Aristotelian syllogisms:
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1. Major premise;
2. Miner premise;
3. Conlusion.
Aristotelian syllogisms are always presented in a three-line form. Every line is a
statement. For example:
All natural numbers are rational numbers (Major premise)
All rational numbers are real numbers (Miner premise)
All natural numbers are real numbers (Conlusion)
is a simple Aristotelian syllogism. Based on the reasoning logi, we an easily
onlude that "All natural numbers are real numbers" from the rst two premise "All
natural numbers are rational numbers" and "All natural numbers are real numbers".
As we an see from the example above, eah part is a statement whih ontains two
terms. In the onlusion there are two parts: a subjet S and a prediate P. And in
the two premise, there is a middle term M in every statement. So it is easy to know
the relationship between S and P (Conlusion) if we know the relation between M
and P (Major premise) and the relation between S and M (Miner premise). In this
example, "natural numbers" are S, "real numbers" are P and "rational numbers"
are M.
And as we already show that Aristotelian syllogisms have two quantiers: "All"
and "Some", there are four kinds of statements for eah part. The four kinds of
statements are "All x are y", "All x are not y", "Some x are y" and "Some x are not
y", where "x" and "y" are terms. The statements with "All" are alled universal
propositions while the other two with "Some" are alled partiular propositions. We
also ould divided them into armative statements and negative statements. Here
is the table for the four types:
Table 2.1: Four types of statements in syllogisms
ode statement type
A All x are y universal armatives
E All x are not y universal negatives
I Some x are y partiular armatives
O Some x are not y partiular negatives
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In the onlusion, the position of S and P is unhangeable, While the positions of
terms in the premise an be hanged. So based on this situation, the Aristotelian
syllogisms an be lassied as what we alled Figures. There are four Figures as the
following:
Figure I
A quantity Q1 of M are P (Short as MP)
A quantity Q2 of S are M (Short as SM)
A quantity Q3 of S are P
Figure II
A quantity Q1 of P are M (Short as PM)
A quantity Q2 of S are M (Short as SM)
A quantity Q3 of S are P
Figure III
A quantity Q1 of M are P (Short as MP)
A quantity Q2 of M are S (Short as MS)
A quantity Q3 of S are P
Figure IV
A quantity Q1 of P are M (Short as PM)
A quantity Q2 of M are S (Short as MS)
A quantity Q3 of S are P
We an see that there are three statements: Major premise, Miner premise and Con-
lusion. And every statement has four types while there are four Figures, so there
are 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 = 256 possible Aristotelian syllogisms. We an use dierent abbre-
viation to represent dierent syllogisms. For example, AAI-III means the syllogism
is in the form of Figures III, and the rst two premise are universal armatives
while the onlusion is partiular armatives. Simply, it an be presented as the
following three-line form:
All M are P
All M are S
Some S are P
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For another example, EIO-II an be presented as:
All P are not M
Some S are M
Some S are not P
For this tehnique, it is very simple to present the syllogisms in a lear way.
2.1.3 Valid syllogisms
A syllogism is valid if, whenever some relation between M and S is assumed to hold
and another relation between M and P is assumed to hold, then we an onlude
that ertain relation between S and P would hold [2℄. For example,
All rabbits have fur
Some pets are rabbits
Some pets have fur
is a valid syllogism beause we an easily onlude the onlusion. However,
All rabbits have fur
Some pets are rabbits
All pets have fur
is invalid as some pets like sh do not have fur. We an not onlude the onlusion
"All pets have fur" from the premise.
Table 2.2: Valid Aristotelian syllogisms for every gure
Figure I Figure II Figure III Figure IV
AAA AEE AAI AAI
AAI AEO AII IAI
AII AOO IAI AEE
EAE EAE EAO AEO
EAO EAO EIO EAO
EIO EIO OAO EIO
There are 256 possible Aristotelian syllogisms but only 24 of them are valid. The
Table 2.2 is the 24 valid Aristotelian syllogisms.
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Considering the validity of every syllogism would ost a lot of time. Lukily, a lot
of people have nd many simple ways to solve the problem. During these solution,
Venn diagrams are more diretly to the validity of syllogisms [10℄.
In the Venn diagram Figure 2.1, we view the subjet S, the preditor P and the
middle term M as three sets. And the natural numbers a, b, , d, e, f and g refer
to the number of elements in the orresponding area. S, P and M are assumed to
be non-empty whih means if all S are M then a + b = 0 while d + e > 0. This is
alled Priniple of imported existene [2℄, we never onsider empty sets.
Figure 2.1: Venn diagram for Aristotelian syllogisms
Let's give two examples to show how an we use the Venn diagram to prove the
validity of Aristotelian syllogisms.
Example 1. EIO-IV. It is a valid syllogism and an be presented as:
All P are not M
Some M are S
Some S are not P
From the major premise "All P are not M" whih means "No P is M", we an
onlude that e + f = 0 and b +  > 0; "Some M are S" means d + e > 0; Beause
we already have e = f = 0 in the Major premise, it is neessary that d > 0 as d + e
> 0. This proves there is some S (at least d>0 elements) are not P.
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Example 2. AEO-I.
All M are P
All S are not M
Some S are not P
Here, we an see that d + g = 0 and e + f > 0 from the Major premise; and d + e =
0 , a + b > 0 from the Miner premise. We an onlude d = e = 0, however, whether
a = 0 is unknown as we an assigned a = 0 and b > 0 to satisfy the Priniple of
imported existene. Then in this ase, some S are P. So the Aristotelian syllogism
AEO-I is invalid.
We have talked about the denition of the syllogisms and the validity of Aristotelian
syllogisms in this setion. Also, we give examples to show how to use Venn diagram
to determine the validity of Aristotelian syllogisms.
2.2 Intermediate syllogisms
2.2.1 Intermediate quantiers
In linguistis and semantis, a quantier means the quantity of something. "a lot",
"some" and "many" are suh quantiers. We an see that in Aristotelian syllo-
gisms, there are two quantiers: universal quantier "All" and partiular quantier
"Some".
However, in natural language, only "All" and "Some" is not enough. It is neessary
to introdue other quantiers to satisfy the natural language [13, 14℄. Exept the
"All" and "Some", quantiers like "Many", "a small part of" and so on are alled
generalized quantiers or intermediate quantiers.
2.2.2 Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms
We an see that there are only two quantiers "All" and "Some" in the Aristotelian
syllogisms. If a syllogism ontains not only the two basi quantiers "All" and
"Some" but also other intermediate quantiers, then we all it Intermediate syllo-
gism. Some researh studies and formal theory about the Intermediate syllogisms
have already be done [11, 12℄.
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Peterson gives another three intermediate quantiers "Almost-all", "Most" and
"Many" into the syllogisms, so there are ve quantiers in this kind of syllogisms.
We all it Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms.
Just the same as the Aristotelian syllogisms, there are four Figures and three state-
ments: Major premise, Miner premise and onlusion. However, as there are ve
quantiers, the types of the statements are more ompliated. The following is the
table of types for Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms:
Table 2.3: Types of Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms
Armative statements Negative statements Generi term
A: All x are y E: All x are not y universal
P: Almost-all x are y B: Almost-all x are not y predominant
T: Most x are y D: Most x are not y majority
K: Many x are y G: Many x are not y ommon
I: Some x are y O: Some x are not y partiular
By Peterson's linguisti analysis, "Most x are y" means "More than half of x are y".
This is very important for the following analysis.
From the table we an see that statements A and E, P and B, T and D ompose
ontrary pairs [1℄. They an not be both true at the same time. However, they an
be both false. We also say that the omplement of A, P and T is E, B and D. We
all the universal, predominant and majority statements preponderane statements.
And for statements K and G, I and O, they an be both true of false at the same
time, we all them sub-ontrary paris.
Peterson interpret that if the Statement A "All x are y" is true, than the statement
P "Almost-all x are y" is also true. We than all that A is stronger than P. P is
also stronger than T and T is stronger than K and so on. The same for the negative
statements, if E "No x are y" is true, then B, D, G, O are true, E is stronger than
the other negative statements. We an also say B is weaker than E.
The same as Aristotelian syllogisms, we an also use the form of XYZ-M to represent
Peterson's Intermediate syllogism.
For example, PDI-II means the following Intermediate syllogism:
Almost-all P are M
Most S are not M
Some S are P
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2.3 Valid Intermediate syllogisms
In this setion, we will talk about some researhes on Peterson's Intermediate syl-
logisms and give out valid syllogisms. Also, we will talk about the extension of
Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms.
2.3.1 Peterson's work
We an see that there are four Figures as the Aristotelian syllogisms, three state-
ments and every statement ould have ten types in Peterson's Intermediate syllo-
gisms, so there are 10 * 10 * 10 * 4 = 4000 Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms. But
only a few of them are valid.
As in Aristotelian syllogisms, there is Priniple of imported existene. In Peterson's
Intermediate syllogisms, Priniple of existene import is also import and it means
the sets we talk about are not empty. And based on the study of English quantiers
"Almost-all", "Most" and "Many", Peterson gives several priniples related to the
valid intermediate syllogisms.
• At least one premise is armative;
• The onlusion is negative if and only if one of the premise is negative;
• At least one of the premise must have a quantity of preponderane;
• If any premise is non-universal, then the onlusion must have a quantity that
is less than or equal to that premise.
In Peterson's book, he introdues a speial Venn diagram method to nd the valid
intermediate syllogisms. Here are the 105 valid syllogisms in Peterson's approah.
The blak ones are the Aristotelian syllogisms.
Table 2.4: Figure I Armative
AAA
AAP APP
AAT APT ATT
AAK APK ATK AKK
AAI API ATI AKI AII
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Table 2.5: Figure I Negative
EAE
EAB EPB
EAD EPD ETD
EAG EPG ETG EKG
EAO EPO ETO EKO EIO
Table 2.6: Figure II Negative ase 1
AEE
AEB ABB
AED ABD ADD
AEG ABG ADG AGG
AEO ABO ADO AGO AOO
Table 2.7: Figure II Negative ase 2
EAE
EAB EPB
EAD EPD ETD
EAG EPG ETG EKG
EAO EPO ETO EKO EIO
Table 2.8: Figure III Armative
AAI PAI TAI KAI IAI
API PPI TPI KPI
ATI PTI TTI
AKI PKI
AII
Table 2.9: Figure III Negative
EAO BAO DAO GAO OAO
EPO BPO DPO GPO
ETO BTO DTO
EKO BKO
EIO
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Table 2.10: Figure IV
AAI AEE EAO
PAI AEB EPO
TAI AED ETO
KAI AEG EKO
IAI AEO EIO
As we an onlude from these tables, if the Aristotelian syllogism is valid, then
the form of Aristotelian syllogism in Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms is also valid.
And the invalid syllogisms in Aristotelian syllogisms will stay invalid in Peterson's
Intermediate syllogisms.
And let's onsider more, if there are other Intermediate syllogisms whih will have
six or seven quantiers based on the Peterson's Intermediate syllogism, the valid
ones will also respet the rule above. For example, AKI-III is valid in Peterson's
Intermediate syllogisms, so it will remain valid when there is more quantiers (the
extension of Peterson's Intermediate syllogism). ADE-II is invalid in Peterson's
Intermediate syllogisms, so it will stay invalid in the extensions.
What's more, we an easily see that the valid Aristotelian syllogisms are in the
orner of these tables. And these tables seem to have some triangle rules.
In Peterson's book, it is said that if we add a new quantier to the ve-quantier
Intermediate syllogisms, the valid ones will onstrut tables like the form in Peter-
son's Intermediate syllogisms. In Figure I, II, III, it will just add the new quantier
to onstrut triangle while in Figure IV, it will looks like a retangle.
For example, if we add a quantier "Half" whih "at least half of them" based on the
ve-quantier intermediate syllogisms, then the valid ones in Figure I(Armative)
should like the following tables:
Table 2.11: Figure I Armative + "Half"
AAA
AAP APP
AAT APT ATT
AAF APF ATF AFF
AAK APK ATK AFK AKK
AAI API ATI AFI AKI AII
and
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Table 2.12: Figure IV + "Half"
AAI AEE EAO
PAI AEB EPO
TAI AED ETO
FAI AEV EFO
KAI AEG EKO
IAI AEO EIO
Here, F means "Half or more than x are y" and V means "Half or more than x are
not y".
However, Turunen nds that this theory is problemati as it is not onservative [2℄.
Let's add a new quantier "Couple". And M means "Only a ouple of x are y" and
N represents "Only a ouple of x are not y". If we use Peterson's rule, the table for
Figure III should looks like the following table:
Table 2.13: Figure III Armative + "Half" + "Couple"
AAI PAI TAI FAI KAI MAI IAI
API PPI TPI FPI KPI MPI
ATI PTI TTI FTI KTI
AFI PFI TFI FFI
AKI PKI TKI
AMI PMI
AII
TKI-III is onsidered to be valid if we use the rule of Peterson. But we have already
shown that TKI-III is invalid when there is ve quantiers in Table 2. 8. So TKI-III
will stay invalid in the extensions whih means Peterson's rule is unorret when
there is more than ve quantiers.
Take another example. Let's move out P "Almost-all" and B "Almost-all" from
the basi Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms. Then we will get a four-quantier
Intermediate syllogisms and the Figure III(armative) table is
Table 2.14: Figure III Armative - "Almost-all"
AAI TAI KAI IAI
ATI TTI
AKI
AII
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We an see this table is not the form of triangle as there is no P anymore.
From the two examples we an onlude that the rule of Peterson is not right all
the time.
2.3.2 Turunen's work
For Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms, Turunen uses MV-algebra to determine the
validity.
First, he gives every statement an element q alled grade suh that q ∈ (0, 1℄. The
grade table is the following [2℄:
Table 2.15: Grade table
Armative Grade Negative Grade
A 1 E 0
P p B 1 - p
T t D 1 - t
K k G 1 - k
I ε O 1 - ε
In this table, we have several rules based on the ontrary pairs:
• 0 < ε < 1 - p < k < 1
2
< t < p < 1;
• k + p > 1;
• t + k ≤ 1.
Seond, Turunen gives the denition of MV-algebra and lattie. Here is the standard
example of an MV-algebra where x, y ∈ [0, 1℄.
• x ⊕ y = min{ x + y, 1} ;
• x ∗ = 1 - x ;
• x ⊙ y = max{ x + y - 1, 0} ;
• x ∨ y = max{ x, y} ;
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• x ∧ y = min{ x, y} ;
• x → y = min{ 1 - x + y, 1} .
Third, he gives several rules and theorems for the valid Peterson's Intermediate
syllogisms based on some proofs.
For valid syllogisms in Figure I:
Armative ase:
1. The major premise is A "All x are y";
2. Represent the grade of the miner premise by W and the grade of the onlusion
as U, then the syllogism is valid if and only if U
∗ ⊕ W = 1 or U ≤ W.
We an use the rule to ompute whether it is right or not. The following is the
omputing table for Figure I Armative omputing ase:
Table 2.16: Figure I Armative omputing ase
U
∗ ⊕ W (A, 1) (P, p) (T, t) (K, k) (I, ε)
(A, 1)
∗
= 0 1 p t k ε
(P, p)
∗
= 1 - p 1 1 1 - p + t 1 - p + k 1 - p + ε
(T, t)
∗
= 1 - t 1 1 1 1 - t + k 1 - t + ε
(K, k)
∗
= 1 - k 1 1 1 1 1 - k + ε
(I, ε)∗ = 1 - ε 1 1 1 1 1
From this table we an see that the results is the same as Peterson's onlusion in
his book.
For negative ase:
1. The major premise is the statement E "All x are not y";
2. Represent the grade of the miner premise by W and the grade of the onlusion
as U, then the syllogism is valid if and only if U ⊕ W = 1.
For valid syllogisms in Figure II:
For negative ase II:
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1. The major premise is the statement A "All x are y";
2. Represent the grade of the miner premise by W and the grade of the onlusion
as U, then the syllogism is valid if and only if W
∗ ⊕ U = 1.
For negative ase II:
1. The major premise is the statement E "All x are not y";
2. Represent the grade of the miner premise by W and the grade of the onlusion
as U, then the syllogism is valid if and only if W ⊕ U = 1.
The following is the omputing table for Figure II negative omputing ase II:
Table 2.17: Figure II negative omputing ase II
U ⊕ W (A, 1) (P, p) (T, t) (K, k) (I, ε)
(E, 0) 1 p t k ε
(B, 1 - p) 1 1 1 - p + t 1 - p + k 1 - p + ε
(D, 1 - t) 1 1 1 1 - t + k 1 - t + ε
(G, 1 - k) 1 1 1 1 1 - k + ε
(O, 1 - ε) 1 1 1 1 1
For valid syllogisms in Figure III:
Armative ase:
1. The onlusion is the statement I "Some x are y";
2. Represent the grade of the major premise by V and the grade of the miner
premise as W, then the syllogism is valid if and only if V ⊙ W 6= 0.
We an see the following table for the omputing of Figure III armative ase:
For negative ase:
1. The major premise is the statement O "Some x are not y";
2. Represent the grade of the major premise by V and the grade of the miner
premise as W, then the syllogism is valid if and only if V
∗ ⊙ W 6= 0.
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Table 2.18: Figure III Armative omputing ase
V ⊙ W (A, 1) (P, p) (T, t) (K, k) (I, ε)
(A, 1) 1 p t k ε
(P, p) p 2 * p - 1 p + t - 1 p + k - 1 0
(T, t) t t + p - 1 2 * t - 1 0 0
(K, k) k p + k - 1 0 0 0
(I, ε) ε 0 0 0 0
For valid syllogisms in Figure IV:
In this ase, all the valid syllogisms should fall between Aristotelian syllogisms when
they are in Figure IV.
For example, AED-IV is valid beause it is between AEE-IV and AEO-IV, ETO-IV
is valid beause it is between EAO-IV and EIO-IV.
For n-quantity valid syllogisms:
After using MV-algebra to study Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms, Turunen nds
that the rules in Peterson's book are not well used when applying in other n-quantify
syllogisms.
Based on the MV-algebra analysis on the Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms, Tu-
runen gives an algorithm to produe valid intermediate syllogisms for n-quantity
syllogisms [2℄.
At the end of Turunen's study, he gives an relationship between syllogisms and fuzzy
logi whih may be the further study.
2.4 Summary
At the beginning of this hapter, we talk about the history of Aristotelian syllogisms
and give denitions of syllogisms. We also show the validity of syllogisms and how
we an use Venn diagram to determine the validity of Aristotelian syllogisms.
In the seond setion, we introdue Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms based on
the generalized quantiers. We also give the onlusion that there are 105 valid
syllogisms in this ase. However, we denote that the rule of Peterson is not orret
when applying in other n-quantify syllogisms.
After that, we talk about Turunen's study in MV-algebra with intermediate syl-
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logisms. He points out the relation between MV-algebra and the valid syllogisms.
Turunen also gives an algorithm for n-quantify syllogisms at the end of his artile.
In hapter 3, we will give a perentage method to determine the validity of Inter-
mediate syllogisms and also use solid mathematis to prove it.
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3. PERCENTAGE METHOD
3.1 Overview
In hapter 2, we talk about the Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms and give several
rules to determine the validity of intermediate syllogisms based on Peterson and
Turunen's work. However, we point out that some rules maybe unavailable when
talking about other n-quantier Intermediate syllogisms.
In this hapter, we will present a new terminology alled perentage method to de-
termine the validity of syllogisms whih ould be Aristotelian syllogisms, Peterson's
Intermediate syllogisms or other n-quantify syllogisms. Similar thought has been
studied but not presented deeply [15, 16℄.
3.2 Mathematial foundation
We have already studied the Aristotelian syllogisms and give the form like the fol-
lowing one:
All M are P (Major premise)
Some S are not M (Miner premise)
Some S are P (Conlusion)
Denition 2.1. Related to the quantify in a statement, a degree means the perent-
age of x in or not in y. And we use a to denote the degree of Major premise, b to
denote the degree of Miner premise and  to denote the degree of onlusion.
Then, the example above an be represented as:
a(perentage) M are P (Major premise)
b(perentage) S are not M (Miner premise)
(perentage) S are P (Conlusion)
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From the denition, we an easily see the degree of "All" is 100% while the degree
of "Some" should be smaller than 100% but bigger than 0%. In fat, the degree
of "Some" should be very small and we ould assign 1% or 0.1% to this quantify.
Other quantiers in Intermediate syllogisms should depend on the atual situation.
For statements "All x are y" and "All x are not y", they have the same degree.
Whih means we do not need to onsider the armative or negative when we are
talking about the degree. So I "Some x are y" and O "Some x are not y" has the
same degree.
As there are four Figures we talk about in hapter 2, and every Figure has armative
or negative ase based on the onlusion. So we will talk about 8 ases in total and
every setion a Figure.
If we also onsider the armative or negative of Major premise and Miner premise,
then every ase may have 4 subases as the following:
Subase 1
Armative (Major premise)
Armative (Miner premise)
Armative/Negative (Conlusion)
Subase 2
Armative (Major premise)
Negative (Miner premise)
Armative/Negative (Conlusion)
Subase 3
Negative (Major premise)
Armative (Miner premise)
Armative/Negative (Conlusion)
Subase 4
Negative (Major premise)
Negative (Miner premise)
Armative/Negative (Conlusion)
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3.3 Figure I
In this setion, we will give two theorems about valid Intermediate syllogisms in
Figure I. And here are the form of Figure I:
Figure I
A quantity Q1 of M are P (Short as MP)
A quantity Q2 of S are M (Short as SM)
A quantity Q3 of S are P
3.3.1 Figure I Armative ase
Theorem 2.1. For Figure I Armative ase whih means the onlusion is arma-
tive, the syllogism is valid if and only if a = 100%, b ≥ , Major premise and Miner
premise are both armative. Where a, b,  denote the degree of the quantiers in
Major premise, Miner premise and Conlusion.
Proof. Here we give a Venn diagram to help us analysis.
Figure 3.1: Venn diagram for analysis
Let's rst onsider subase 1,
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a(perentage) M are P
b(perentage) S are M
(perentage) S are P
If a < 100%, whih means there maybe some M are not in P. No matter how muh
b of S in M, we do not know whether there is S in P as there is a possibility that e
> 0, s + f = 0.
So we an onlude a should be 1, "All" M are P. Then we an see the amount of
S in M are also in P. From the premise "All M are P" and "b S are M", we an
onlude " S are P" if b ≥ .
So in Figure I Armative subase 1, the syllogism is valid if and only if a = 100%,
b ≥ .
For subase 2,
a(perentage) M are P
b(perentage) S are not M
(perentage) S are P
Without onsidering the value of a, b, , just let the s = f = 0 in the Venn diagram.
Even the Major premise and Miner premise is true, the onlusion is negative. So
there is no valid syllogisms in Figure I Armative subase 2.
For subase 3,
a(perentage) M are not P
b(perentage) S are M
(perentage) S are P
the reason is the same as subase 2 and there is no valid syllogisms.
For subase 4,
a(perentage) M are not P
b(perentage) S are not M
(perentage) S are P
as Major premise and Miner premise are negative, maybe all the three sets, S, M
and P have no intersetion. So no valid syllogisms in this subase.
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All in all, for Figure I Armative ase, the syllogism is valid if and only if a = 100%,
b ≥  in subase 1 where the both premises are armative.
Let's use Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms to test the theorem. To form valid
syllogisms in Figure I and the onlusion is armative, then the following table is
the result of the theorem(a = 100%, b ≥ , Major premise and Miner premise are
both armative):
Table 3.1: Figure I Armative using perentage method
AAA
AAP APP
AAT APT ATT
AAK APK ATK AKK
AAI API ATI AKI AII
The result is the same with Peterson's book and Turunen's work.
3.3.2 Figure I Negative ase
Theorem 2.2. For Figure I Negative ase whih means the onlusion is negative,
the syllogism is valid if and only if a = 100%, b ≥ , Major premise is negative and
Miner premise is armative. Where a, b,  denote the degree of the quantiers in
Major premise, Miner premise and Conlusion.
Proof.
First, we onsider subase 1,
a(perentage) M are P
b(perentage) S are M
(perentage) S are not P
As both Major premise and Miner premise are armative, there is a possibility that
S, P and M are the same, then the onlusion is armative. So in this subase, we
have no valid syllogisms.
For subase 2,
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a(perentage) M are P
b(perentage) S are not M
(perentage) S are not P
As the Major premise is armative, then f + g > 0, the Miner premise is negative,
then r + s > 0. From the two premises we an not onlude that some perentage
of s are not p, beause it is ok if r = e = 0 and s > 0 whih means all S are P. So
in this ase, there is no valid syllogisms.
For subase 3,
a(perentage) M are not P
b(perentage) S are M
(perentage) S are not P
If a < 100%, whih means there is some M are in P. No matter how muh b of S
in M, we an not onlude that "some S are not P". Beause there is a possibility
that S and P are the same but dierent with M.
So a should be 100%, whih means "All" M are not P. Then we an see the amount
of S in M are not in P. From the premise "All M are not P" and "b S are M", we
an onlude " S are not P" if b ≥ .
So in subase 3, the syllogism is valid if and only if a = 100%, b ≥ .
For subase 4,
a(perentage) M are not P
b(perentage) S are not M
(perentage) S are not P
Just assume that S and P are the same set, then no matter what the value of a and
b is, the onlusion is armative. So in this subase, there is no valid syllogisms.
All in all, for Figure I Negative ase, the syllogism is valid if and only if a = 100%, b
≥  in subase 3 where the Major premise is negative statement and Miner premise
is armative.
We an also use the theorem to ompute the valid Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms
in Figure I Negative ase.
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The omputing result is the following, here we have a = 100%, b ≥ , Major premise
is negative and Miner premise is armative.
Table 3.2: Figure I Negative using perentage method
EAE
EAB EPB
EAD EPD ETD
EAG EPG ETG EKG
EAO EPO ETO EKO EIO
3.4 Figure II
In this setion, we will give a theorem about valid Intermediate syllogisms in Figure
II. And here are the form of Figure II:
Figure II
A quantity Q1 of P are M (Short as PM)
A quantity Q2 of S are M (Short as SM)
A quantity Q3 of S are P
3.4.1 Figure II Armative ase
Theorem 2.3. For Figure II Armative ase whih means the onlusion is ar-
mative, There is no valid syllogisms.
Proof.
For subase 1,
a(perentage) P are M
b(perentage) S are M
(perentage) S are P
For this ase, we an see that no matter how the degree of Major premise and Miner
premise is, as they are all armative, it is possible that S and P may have dierent
part of M whih means S and P have no intersetion. The gure below an easily
prove this. So there is no valid syllogisms in this subase.
For subase 2,
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Figure 3.2: Venn diagram for analysis 1
a(perentage) P are M
b(perentage) S are not M
(perentage) S are P
subase 3,
a(perentage) P are not M
b(perentage) S are M
(perentage) S are P
and subase 4,
a(perentage) P are not M
b(perentage) S are not M
(perentage) S are P
We an also nd from the Venn diagram above that every quantify ould be in the
premise, but the onlusion ould still be negative.
So in Figure II, there is no valid syllogisms when the statement of onlusion is
armative.
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3.4.2 Figure II Negative ase
Theorem 2.4. For Figure II Negative ase whih means the onlusion is negative,
the syllogism is valid if and only if a = 100%, b ≥ , one of the Major premise and
Miner premise is armative while the other is negative. Where a, b,  denote the
degree of the quantiers in Major premise, Miner premise and Conlusion.
Proof.
First for subase 1,
a(perentage) P are M
b(perentage) S are M
(perentage) S are not P
No matter what the value of the degree is, there is a possibility that S and P have
some intersetion and also have intersetion with M whih means the onlusion
ould be armative. So there is no valid syllogism in this subase.
For subase 2,
a(perentage) P are M
b(perentage) S are not M
(perentage) S are not P
If a < 100%, whih means "Some P are not M". Then whatever the value of b is,
S ould be all in the P part where there is no M. So if we want to get a negative
onlusion, the value of a should be 1, "All P are M". Then b of S are not M an
result at least b of S are not P.
So in this subase, to make the syllogisms valid, a should be 100% and b ≥ .
For subase 3,
a(perentage) P are not M
b(perentage) S are M
(perentage) S are not P
If a < 100%, whih means "Some P are M". Then whatever the value of b is, S ould
be all in the P part where there is M. So if we want to get a negative onlusion,
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the value of a should be 100%, "All P are not M". Then b of S are M an result at
least b of S are not P.
So in this subase, to make the syllogisms valid, a should be 100% and b ≥ .
For subase 4,
a(perentage) P are not M
b(perentage) S are not M
(perentage) S are not P
It is possible that S and P are the same, but at least some of them are not M. So in
this subase, there is no valid syllogisms.
All in all, for Figure II Negative ase, the syllogism is valid if and only if a = 100%,
b ≥  in subase 2 or subase 3.
We an also use the theorem to ompute the valid Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms
in Figure II Negative ase. The omputing results are the following, here we have a
= 100%, b ≥ , subase 2 or subase 3.
Table 3.3: Figure II Negative subase 2
AEE
AEB ABB
AED ABD ADD
AEG ABG ADG AGG
AEO ABO ADO AGO AOO
Table 3.4: Figure II Negative subase 3
EAE
EAB EPB
EAD EPD ETD
EAG EPG ETG EKG
EAO EPO ETO EKO EIO
The results are the same as Peterson's book.
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3.5 Figure III
In this setion, we will give theorems about valid intermediate syllogisms in Figure
III. And here are the form of Figure III:
Figure III
A quantity Q1 of M are P(Short as MP)
A quantity Q2 of M are S (Short as MS)
A quantity Q3 of S are P
3.5.1 Figure III Armative ase
Theorem 2.5. For Figure III Armative ase whih means the onlusion is ar-
mative, the syllogism is valid if and only if a + b > 100%,  should be the smallest
degree of quantify(the related quantify is "Some"), both of the Major premise and
Miner premise are armative. Where a, b,  denote the degree of the quantiers in
Major premise, Miner premise and Conlusion.
Proof. First for subase 1,
a(perentage) M are P
b(perentage) M are S
(perentage) S are P
If a + b < 100% (or a + b = 100%), whih means that maybe a possibility that S
and P have no intersetion. Then the onlusion ould be negative.
But if a + b > 100%, whih means it is impossible that some M not in P and not
in S. In other words, some M are both in S and P. However, we do not know the
whole amount of S, so the quantify in the onlusion should be only "Some" whih
is the smallest of quantiers.
For subase 2,
a(perentage) M are P
b(perentage) M are not S
(perentage) S are P
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No matter how muh M are in P, it is possible that M and S have no intersetion,
then we an not onlude that some S are P. It is possible that M and P are the
same but totally dierent with S. Then the onlusion ould be negative. So there
are no valid syllogisms in this subase.
For subase 3,
a(perentage) M are not P
b(perentage) M are S
(perentage) S are P
The reason is the same as in subase 2, there are no valid syllogisms in this subase.
For subase 4,
a(perentage) M are not P
b(perentage) M are not S
(perentage) S are P
It is possible that M, P, S are three totally dierent set, whih means no S are P.
So no valid syllogisms in this subase.
Overall, for Figure III Armative ase, the syllogism is valid if and only if a + b >
100%,  is the degree of "Some" and both of the premises are armative.
Using the theorem above, we have the following table for Figure III Armative ase.
Table 3.5: Figure III Armative subase 1
AAI PAI TAI KAI IAI
API PPI TPI KPI
ATI PTI TTI
AKI PKI
AII
3.5.2 Figure III Negative ase
Theorem 2.6. For Figure III Negative ase whih means the onlusion is negative,
the syllogism is valid if and only if a + b > 100%,  should be the smallest(the
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related quantify is "Some"), the Major premise is negative, and Miner premise is
armative. Where a, b,  denote the degree of the quantiers in Major premise,
Miner premise and Conlusion.
Proof. First for subase 1,
a(perentage) M are P
b(perentage) M are S
(perentage) S are not P
In this subase, there is a possibility that M, P and S are the same no matter
what the value of a, b are. Then the onlusion ould be armative. So no valid
syllogisms here as the onlusion ould be armative.
For subase 2,
a(perentage) M are P
b(perentage) M are not S
(perentage) S are not P
Just assume that all M are in P and the rest of P is S, S is all in P. So there is no
valid syllogisms in subase 2.
For subase 3,
a(perentage) M are not P
b(perentage) M are S
(perentage) S are not P
In this subase, just as the reason in the subase 1 of Figure III armative, whih
means a + b > 100%,  should be the smallest(the related quantify is "Some").
For subase 4,
a(perentage) M are not P
b(perentage) M are not S
(perentage) S are not P
It is possible that P and S are the same but M has no intersetion with them. So
no valid syllogisms in this subase.
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All in all, for Figure III Negative ase, the syllogism is valid if and only if a + b >
100%,  is the smallest(the related quantify is "Some") in subase 3.
Using the theorem above, we have the following table for Figure III Negative ase.
Table 3.6: Figure III Negative subase 3
EAO BAO DAO GAO OAO
EPO BPO DPO GPO
ETO BTO DTO
EKO BKO
EIO
3.6 Figure IV
In this setion, we will give several theorems about valid intermediate syllogisms in
Figure IV. And here are the form of Figure IV:
Figure IV
A quantity Q1 of P are M (Short as PM)
A quantity Q2 of M are S (Short as MS)
A quantity Q3 of S are P
3.6.1 Figure IV Armative ase
Theorem 2.7. For Figure IV Armative ase whih means the onlusion is ar-
mative, the syllogism is valid if and only if b = 100%,  is the smallest(the related
quantify is "Some"), both of the Major premise and Miner premise are armative.
Where a, b,  denote the degree of the quantiers in Major premise, Miner premise
and Conlusion.
Proof. First for subase 1,
a(perentage) P are M
b(perentage) M are S
(perentage) S are P
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In this subase, some P is in M. But if not all M are S, then we an not onlude
some S are in P. So b = 100%. And we do not know how muh amount of S are P,
so we hoose the smallest one "Some". The syllogisms here are valid if and only if
b = 100% and  is the degree of "Some".
For subase 2,
a(perentage) P are M
b(perentage) M are not S
(perentage) S are P
It is possible that P and M are the same, but M and S have no intersetion. Then
the onlusion is negative. So no valid syllogisms in subase 2.
For subase 3,
a(perentage) P are not M
b(perentage) M are S
(perentage) S are P
It is possible that S and M are the same, but M and P have no intersetion. Then
the onlusion is negative. So no valid syllogisms in subase 3.
For subase 4,
a(perentage) P are not M
b(perentage) M are not S
(perentage) S are P
It is possible that P, S and M are totally dierent, then the onlusion is negative.
So no valid syllogisms in subase 4.
Overall, for Figure IV Armative ase, the syllogism is valid if and only if b =
100%,  is the smallest(the related quantify is "Some") in subase 1.
Using the theorem above, we have the following table for Figure IV Armative ase.
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Table 3.7: Figure IV Armative subase 1
AAI PAI TAI KAI IAI
3.6.2 Figure IV Negative ase
Theorem 2.8. For Figure IV Negative ase whih means the onlusion is nega-
tive, the syllogism is valid if and only if a=100%, b = 100%, the Major premise is
armative and Miner premise is negative; Or a = 100%,  is the degree of "Some",
the Major premise is negative and Miner premise is armative.Where a, b,  denote
the degree of the quantiers in Major premise, Miner premise and Conlusion.
Proof. First for subase 1,
a(perentage) P are M
b(perentage) M are S
(perentage) S are not P
It is possible that P, M and S are the same, then the onlusion should be armative.
So there is no valid syllogisms in this subase.
For subase 2,
a(perentage) P are M
b(perentage) M are not S
(perentage) S are not P
In this ase, if not all P are M, then it is possible that S is the same as P or all S
are in P. So a should be 100%. And if some M are S, it is possible that S and P are
all in M and S and P are the same. So b should be 100%. In that ase,  ould be
the degree of any quantiers.
For subase 3,
a(perentage) P are not M
b(perentage) M are S
(perentage) S are not P
In this ase, if some P are M and some P are not M, then it is possible that all the P
and M are in S. So a = 100%. If "All P are not M", then b of M are s an onlude
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some S are not P. However, we do not know b of M is how muh of S, so  is the
degree of "Some".
For subase 4,
a(perentage) P are not M
b(perentage) M are not S
(perentage) S are not P
It is possible that S and P are the same but have no intersetion with M. So in this
subase, there is no valid syllogism.
All in all, for Figure IV Negative ase, the syllogism is valid if and only if a=100%,
b = 100% in subase 2; Or a = 100%,  is the degree of "Some" in subase 3.
The following are the tables alulated by using the theorem for Figure IV Negative
ase.
Table 3.8: Figure IV Negative subase 2
AEE AEB AED AEG AEO
Table 3.9: Figure IV Negative subase 3
EAO EPO ETO EKO EIO
3.7 Summary
At the beginning of this hapter, we dene the degree of the quantify whih means
perentage in syllogisms without onsidering whether the statement is armative or
negative. Simply speaking, "Almost-all x are y" and "Almost-all x are not y" have
the same degree. Later, we present several theorems to determine the validity of
syllogisms. The syllogisms an be Aristotelian syllogisms, Peterson's Intermediate
syllogisms or other n-quantify syllogisms. From the proof of these theorems, we an
easily nd some rules about the valid syllogisms:
• at least one of the premises is armative;
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• If the two premises are armative, then the onlusion is armative;
• If one premise ia negative, then the onlusion is negative;
• If any premise is non-universal, then the onlusion must have a quantity that
is less than or equal to that premise.
As the theorems are simple but maybe a little ompliated, here are several three-line
form to determine the valid syllogisms.
Figure I
Armative, a = 100%
Armative, b ≥ 
Armative,  > 0%
Figure I
Negative, a = 100%
Armative, b ≥ 
Negative,  > 0%
Figure II
Armative, a = 100%
Negative, b ≥ 
Negative,  > 0%
Figure II
Negative, a = 100%
Armative, b ≥ 
Negative,  > 0%
Figure III
Armative, a
Armative, a + b > 100%
Armative,  is the degree of "Some"
Figure III
Negative, a
Armative, a + b > 100%
Negative,  is the degree of "Some"
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Figure IV
Armative, a > 0%
Armative, b = 100%
Armative,  is the degree of "Some"
Figure IV
Armative, a = 100%
Negative, b = 100%
Negative,  > 0%
Figure IV
Negative, a = 100%
Armative, b > 0%
Negative,  is the degree of "Some"
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4. EXAMPLES
In hapter 3, we introdue perentage method with several theorems to determine
the validity of Intermediate syllogisms. And this method is well used in Peterson's
Intermediate syllogisms.
In this hapter, we will give both theoretial example and pratial example to test
our method.
4.1 Theoretial example
Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms have ve quantiers, and we give a 7-quantify
intermediate syllogisms based on the Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms.
Here, we give other two quantiers: "Half" and "Small part". Then we ould have
four statements: "Half x are y", "Half x are not y", "Small part of x are y" and
"Small part of x are not y". The following is the table about the degree of the 7
quantiers.
Table 4.1: Degree of quantiers in theoretial example
Armative statements Negative statements Degree
A: All x are y E: All x are not y 100%
P: Almost-all x are y B: Almost-all x are not y 90%
T: Most x are y D: Most x are not y 60%
R: Half x are y S: Half x are not y 50%
K: Many x are y G: Many x are not y 40%
W: Small part of x are y M: Small part of x are not y 20%
I: Some x are y O: Some x are not y 1%
From the theorems in hapter 3, we ould determine the validity of the 7-quantify
intermediate syllogisms. The result is the following tables. We an easily see that
the table may not be a triangle espeially in Figure III.
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Table 4.2: Figure I Armative of theoretial example
AAA
AAP APP
AAT APT ATT
AAR APR ATR ARR
AAK APK ATK ARK AKK
AAW APW ATW ARW AKW AWW
AAI API ATI ARI AKI AWI AII
Table 4.3: Figure I Negative of theoretial example
EAE
EAB EPB
EAD EPD ETD
EAS EPS ETS ERS
EAG EPG ETG ERG EKG
EAM EPM ETM ERM EKM EWM
EAO EPO ETO ERO EKO EWO EIO
Table 4.4: Figure II Negative ase 1 of theoretial example
AEE
AEB ABB
AED ABD ADD
AES ABS ADS ASS
AEG ABG ADG ASG AGG
AEM ABM ADM ASM AGM AMM
AEO ABO ADO ASO AGO AMO AOO
Table 4.5: Figure II Negative ase 2 of theoretial example
EAE
EAB EPB
EAD EPD ETD
EAS EPS ETS ERS
EAG EPG ETG ERG EKG
EAM EPM ETM ERM EKM EWM
EAO EPO ETO ERO EKO EWO EOO
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Table 4.6: Figure III Armative ase of theoretial example
AAI PAI TAI RAI KAI WAI IAI
API PPI TPI RPI KPI WPI
ATI PTI TTI RTI
ARI PRI TRI
AKI PKI
AWI PWI
AII
Table 4.7: Figure III Negative ase of theoretial example
EAO BAO DAO SAO GAO MAO OAO
EPO BPO DPO SPO GPO MPO
ETO BTO DTO STO
ERO BRO DRO
EKO BKO
EWO BWO
EIO
Table 4.8: Figure IV of theoretial example
Armative ase Negative ase 1 Negative ase 2
AAI AEE EAO
PAI AEB EPO
TAI AED ETO
RAI AES ERO
KAI AEG EKO
WAI AEM EWO
IAI AEO EIO
4.2 Pratial example
Here, we give a pratial example. We all know the dierene between European
Union, Eurozone and Shengen Area. Let's represent European Union as EU, Eu-
rozone as EZ and Shengen Area as SA. Then we have the following sets:
EU = {Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czeh Republi, Denmark, Es-
tonia, Finland, Frane, Germany, Greee, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom}
EZ = {Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, Frane, Germany, Greee, Ire-
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land, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain}
SA = {Austria, Belgium, Czeh Republi, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Frane, Ger-
many, Greee, Hungary, Ieland, Italy, Latvia, Liehtenstein, Lithuania, Luxem-
bourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland}.
The following is the Venn diagram for this pratial example:
Figure 4.1: Venn diagram for pratial example
Here, we give four quantiers: "All", "Almost-all", "Many" and "Some". Then we
ould have eight statements. And every quanties ould have dierent degree. The
following is the table of degree for these quantiers.
Table 4.9: Degree of quantiers in pratial example
Armative statements Negative statements Degree
A: All x are y E: All x are not y 100%
P: Almost-all x are y B: Almost-all x are not y 80%
K: Many x are y G: Many x are not y 30%
I: Some x are y O: Some x are not y 10%
From the Venn diagram and the degree, we have many statements suh as "All EZ
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are EU", "Many SA are EZ", "Almost-all EZ are SA" and so on. Using these state-
ments, we an easily dedue other statements.
For example, if we have statements "All EZ are EU" and "Many SA are EZ", we
ould have several onlusions.
There are two "EZ" in the two premises, so the onlusion is about the relationship
between EU and SA. We an easily see this should belongs to Figure IV Armative
ase or Figure I Armative ase. From the results in hapter 3, we have
Figure IV
Armative, a > 0%
Armative, b = 100%
Armative,  is the degree of "Some"
We an let "Many SA are EZ" be the Major premise and "All EZ are EU" be the
Miner premise, then we have the following valid syllogism:
Figure IV
Many SA are EZ
All EZ are EU
Some EU are SA
From the Venn diagram above, we an also see the onlusion "Some EU are SA"
is right.
For Figure I, we have
Figure I
Armative, a = 100%
Armative, b ≥ 
Armative,  > 0%
Let "All EZ are EU" be the Major premise and "Many SA are EZ" be the Miner
premise, then we have the following valid syllogism:
Figure I
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"All EZ are EU"
"Many SA are EZ"
Many SA are EU
and
Figure I
"All EZ are EU"
"Many SA are EZ"
Some SA are EU
We have two valid Figure I armative syllogisms beause the degree of "Many" is
bigger than "Some".
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5. COMPARISON WITH OTHERS' METHODS
In Peterson's book, the author uses linguistis to analysis the generalized quantiers
and the intermediate syllogisms. And Peterson gives the valid syllogisms when
there are ve quantiers: "All", "Some", "Almost-all", "Most" and "Many" whih
we alled Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms. Peterson also denes a sophistiated
extended Venn diagram method to nd valid syllogisms.
Peterson also nds that these valid syllogisms have some triangle rules. It is quite
ommon to assume that when there are more quantiers or less quantiers, the valid
syllogisms ould also be the triangle. Peterson gives suh triangle rules without proof
as it would be hard to use his extended Venn diagram method to analysis as the
meaning of intermediate quantiers would be more omplex.
Turunen shows how MV-algebra are related to Intermediate syllogisms. In his ar-
tile, every quantify ould have two statements: the armative statement and the
negative one. And Turunen gives every statement a dierent grade. For example,
there are ve quantiers and ten statements in Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms.
He give ten grade to these statements. And based on the relationship of these
statements, the grade should also be strit to these relationship.
Also, Turunen gives the denition of algebra and introdue the standard struture
of MV-algebra. Based on the theory of MV-algebra and observation of valid syllo-
gisms in Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms, he gives some mathematial formulas
to determine the valid ones. Some proofs are given to address his method.
Through analysis of some other intermediate syllogisms, Turunen nds the rules
in Peterson's book are wrong sometimes. To x this problem, he introdues an
algorithm to determine the valid syllogisms when there are more quantiers. The
algorithm is well used, however, no proofs are given. At the end of his artile, it is
quite good to relate fuzzy logi with intermediate syllogisms.
Comparing Turunen's approah, the thesis does not talk about the Peterson's Inter-
mediate syllogisms rst but the intermediate syllogisms whih ould be 2-quantier,
3-quantier and even more quantiers. Whih means the Aristotelian syllogisms and
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Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms are just speial syllogisms. And the two kinds
syllogisms an also use this method to determine the validity of syllogisms.
And we introdue the degree of quantiers whih is dierent with Turunen's grade
as every quantify has a degree but not every statement.
In this thesis, we use the Venn diagram with a slightly dierent terminology to study
Intermediate syllogisms and give some better results.
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6. CONCLUSION
This thesis work presented a new terminology onneted with Venn diagram alled
perentage method to determine the validity of Intermediate syllogisms. In addition,
we give proofs and examples to test the method. Also, we ompare the perentage
method with others's work.
Chapter 1 started with the introdution of the motivation of this thesis work, then
we list the organization of this thesis.
In Chapter 2, we talked about the history of Aristotelian syllogisms whih have only
two quantiers and reviewed the valid ones. And we gave the denitions of general-
ized quantiers and intermediate syllogisms. Generalized quantiers are quantiers
between "All" and "Some". Then we introdue Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms
whih have ve quantiers: "All", "Some", "Almost-all", "Most" and "Many". We
show the valid Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms by iting the rules and results
in Peterson's book. We also talked about Turunen's work and gave denitions of
MV-algebra and grade in his artile. Advantages and disadvantages of these works
are also talked.
In Chapter 3, we gave the perentage terminology to determine the validity of in-
termediate syllogisms whih ould have many quantiers. First, we introdued the
denition of degree whih ould be the meaning of perentage. And we also gave
several subases of every Figure. Then for every Figure, we talked about dierent
situations based and gave the ondition of the valid intermediate syllogisms. We also
use Venn diagram and logi to prove the terminology. What's more, Aristotelian
syllogisms and Peterson's Intermediate syllogisms are used to test the method as
we already know the valid ones. At last, we gave several rules whih are similar in
Peterson's book.
In Chapter 4, some examples are gave to test the terminology we introdued in
hapter 3. We rst talked about the syllogisms with seven quantiers and gave
results. And later we gave pratial examples to show how to use the results in our
life.
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In Chapter 5, we ompared the perentage method with Peterson's work in his book
and Turunen's algebra study in his artile. Through omparison, we found this
terminology is easy to understand and apply in real life situation.
However, a solid way to determine the validity of Intermediate syllogisms, when
a set of m quantiers is given, should always begin by a linguisti analysis of the
relation of these quantiers. A ruial question is to answer when "a quantify X of
A are B" and "a quantify Y of A are not B" an be true. And this leads to the study
of ontraditory statements by Peterson and analysis by Turunen we omit here.
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